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Copyright Notice

©2013-2023 Tencent Cloud. All rights reserved.

Copyright in this document is exclusively owned by Tencent Cloud. You must not reproduce, modify, copy or distribute

in any way, in whole or in part, the contents of this document without Tencent Cloud's the prior written consent.

Trademark Notice

All trademarks associated with Tencent Cloud and its services are owned by Tencent Cloud Computing (Beijing)

Company Limited and its affiliated companies. Trademarks of third parties referred to in this document are owned by

their respective proprietors.

Service Statement

This document is intended to provide users with general information about Tencent Cloud's products and services

only and does not form part of Tencent Cloud's terms and conditions. Tencent Cloud's products or services are

subject to change. Specific products and services and the standards applicable to them are exclusively provided for in

Tencent Cloud's applicable terms and conditions.
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Purchase Guide

Billing Overview
Last updated�2023-02-02 16:41:58

CAR is billed by cloud application rendering concurrency. In CAR, a concurrency represents the collection of virtual 

computing resources, including CPU, bandwidth, disk, and GPU, required for one user to render your application 

content. Each concurrency supports access by only one user at a time.

Billing mode

A concurrency pack is prepaid in a monthly or daily subscribed manner. For more information, see Billing.

Notes

If you terminate and return a CAR concurrency pack, it will be billed at the price for daily subscription. For more 

information, see Refund.

CAR concurrency

A concurrency represents the collection of virtual computing resources, including CPU, bandwidth, disk, and GPU, 

required for one user to render your application content. Each concurrency supports access by only one user at a time.

CAR supports hybrid scheduling of concurrencies in x86 and ARM architectures.

x86 concurrency: Has a high performance and computing power of a desktop graphics card, and is generally 

suitable for PC desktop applications.

ARM concurrency (in beta test): Has a high cost performance and low application adaptation costs, and is 

generally suitable for Android applications.

Concurrency 

Architecture
Concurrency Scale

x86

S - For rendering small applications

M - For rendering medium applications

L - For rendering large applications

ARM
ARM concurrency (this feature is in beta test; if you want to use it, please contact your Tence

Cloud rep or account manager)

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49606
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49609
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Notes

A CAR concurrency is a virtualized object and supports access by only one user at a time. Concurrency 

scales differ in their architecture and configuration, but they do not determine the number concurrent 

users that can access an application. For example:

Suppose you have a large-scale virtual concert application. To guarantee the rendering effect, you can choose 

concurrency scale L with a high GPU performance. If you want to sustain 1,000 users accessing your cloud 

environment at the same time during peak hours, you can purchase 1,000 monthly or daily subscribed L 

concurrencies and make additional users queue up to wait for concurrencies to become available. To learn more 

about queueing, see Queue Feature.

For more information on CAR concurrency scales, see Billing.

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49615
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49606
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Billing
Last updated�2023-02-08 10:54:20

CAR enables you to run your application in the cloud, so that end users can use your application in real time through a 

webpage or lightweight Android and iOS application. CAR is billed based on the application rendering concurrencies 

you purchase. One concurrency represents the collection of virtual computing resources, including CPU, bandwidth, 

disk, and GPU, required for one user to render your cloud application.

CAR Concurrency Scales

CAR supports hybrid scheduling of concurrencies in x86 and ARM architectures.

x86 concurrency: Has a high performance and computing power of a desktop graphics card, and is generally 

suitable for PC desktop applications.

ARM concurrency (in beta test): Has a high cost performance and low application adaptation costs, and is 

generally suitable for Android applications.

Concurrency 

Architecture

Concurrency 

Scale

Configuration

CPU Memory GPU
Video 

Memory

x86

S - For rendering 

small applications

 

4-core vCPU 

or above
8 GB or above

2 TF SP/30T INT or 

above

4 GB or 

above

M - For rendering 

medium 

applications

 

4-core vCPU 

or above

16 GB or 

above

4 TF SP/30T INT or 

above

6 GB or 

above

L - For rendering 

large applications

 

10-core 

vCPU or 

above

32 GB or 

above

8.1 TF SP/30T INT or 

above

12 GB or

above

ARM (in beta 

test)
ARM concurrency (this feature is in beta test and available in multiple scales. If you want to use it

please contact your Tencent Cloud rep or account manager)

Notes

The ARM concurrency feature is in beta test. If you want to use it, please contact your Tencent Cloud rep or account 

manager.
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A CAR concurrency is a virtualized object and supports access by only one user at a time. Concurrency 

scales differ in their architecture and configuration, but they do not determine the number concurrent 

users that can access an application.

Suppose you have a large-scale virtual concert application. To guarantee the rendering effect, you can choose 

concurrency scale L with a high GPU performance. If you want to sustain 1,000 users accessing your cloud 

environment at the same time during peak hours, you can purchase 1,000 monthly or daily subscribed L 

concurrencies and make additional users queue up to wait for concurrencies to become available. To learn more 

about queueing, see Queue Feature.

The main metrics for the GPU performance are floating-point operations capabilities.

TF indicates floating-point operations per second (FLOPS).

SP indicates single-precision floating-point operations.

DP indicates double-precision floating-point operations.

INT8 indicates INT8 integer operations.

Concurrency Billing Mode

Monthly and daily subscriptions

Currently, CAR concurrency packs support two prepayment modes: monthly and daily subscriptions.

Monthly subscription: It is applicable to businesses with stable traffic or multiple businesses sharing resources, 

such as virtual branches, malls, and exhibition halls, which get steady user access.

Daily subscription: It is applicable to event businesses such as virtual concerts and cloud launch events, which 

involve a high concurrency.

We recommend you select an optimal billing mode based on your business scenario as described in Selecting the 

Optimal Billing Mode Based on the Business Scenario. If you have special requirements for billing, please contact 

your Tencent Cloud rep or account manager.

Monthly subscription

Concurrency 

Architecture

Concurrency 

Scale

AZ

Billing 

CycleNorth 

America
Singapore Tokyo Seoul Frankfurt

x86 (high 

performance)

S - For 

rendering 

small 

applications

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Month

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49615
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49606#d8715cb3-601d-4e35-9729-97f804122506
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M - For 

rendering 

medium 

applications

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

L - For 

rendering 

large 

applications

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

ARM (high 

cost-

effectiveness)

ARM 

concurrency 

(in beta test)

  ✓   

Daily subscription

Concurrency 

Architecture
Concurrency Scale

AZ

Billi

CycNorth 

America
Singapore Tokyo Seoul Frankfurt

x86

S - For rendering 

small applications

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Day

M - For rendering 

medium 

applications

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

L - For rendering 

large applications

 

✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓

Notes:

The ARM concurrency feature is in beta test and cannot be purchased in the console. If you want to use it, please 

contact your Tencent Cloud rep or account manager.

Fee calculation

Fees = unit price of the specified concurrency scale  number of concurrencies  purchase duration
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Example:

Suppose you need to hold a cloud exhibition for one month and want to sustain up to 100 concurrent users 

accessing your exhibition hall application on the first day of the exhibition and up to 10 concurrent users on the 

later days. For this, you can purchase a daily subscribed concurrency pack with 90 concurrencies for one day 

and a monthly subscribed concurrency pack with 10 concurrencies for one month (for additional users, you can 

use the queue feature to utilize resources efficiently). If the unit prices of scale S in Singapore region are 100 

USD/month and 10 USD/day, the total fees will be 10 * 90 * 1 + 100 * 10 * 1 = 1900 USD.

Special billing mode

We recommend you select an optimal billing mode based on your business scenario as described in Selecting the 

Optimal Billing Mode Based on the Business Scenario. If neither monthly subscription nor daily subscription can meet 

the requirements for your specific business scenario, please contact your Tencent Cloud rep or account manager for a 

special billing mode and quotation.

Selecting the Optimal Billing Mode Based on the Business Scenario

Typical business scenarios

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49615
https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49606#d8715cb3-601d-4e35-9729-97f804122506
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Scenario Characteristics Example

Stable traffic

Single 

business

The daily peak number of 

concurrent users is stable, 

and there are no obvious 

peak and off-peak hours.

Scenarios with a stable daily 

concurrency such as virtual mall and 3D 

automobile viewer

Multiple 

businesses

The businesses are only 

loosely related, and the total 

daily peak number of their 

concurrent users is stable.

Multiple cloud exhibition hall projects 

unrelated to each other

Long-term 

stable traffic 

with short-term 

traffic spikes

Single 

business

The business has obvious 

peak and off-peak hours (high 

concurrency during certain 

Cloud launch event, where the 

concurrency is high during the event and 

gradually decreases to a stable level 

after the event
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times and stable traffic for the 

rest of the time).

Multiple 

businesses

The businesses are loosely 

related. Certain businesses 

involve a high concurrency 

sometimes but stable traffic 

most of the time.

Multiple digital architectural model 

projects. Each project involves a high 

concurrency during the launch, but the 

total number of concurrent users for all 

projects is stable for the rest of the time.

High traffic 

spike during an 

event

Businesses with a short-term traffic spike during 

an event, which involve a high concurrency 

during a short period of time

Virtual concert or festival celebration, 

which requires over 1,000 or even 

10,000 concurrencies during the event

Special business scenarios

If you are uncertain of your business scenario or your business scenario has special requirements, please contact 

your Tencent Cloud rep or account manager for a special billing mode and quotation.
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Before reading this document, you need to understand the basic concepts of CAR.

Prerequisites

Before purchasing a CAR concurrency pack, you need to perform the following steps:

1. Sign up for a Tencent Cloud account.

2. Submit a CAR integration application.

Directions

1. After the application is approved, enter the CAR console.

2. Go to the Concurrency management page, click Create, and set the configuration items as follows:

Configuration Item Description

Application type Cloud 3D by default.

Project

Allocate the concurrency pack to one of your projects, or select **To be allocated** to

allocate it later. After the concurrency pack is allocated to a project, you can

still transfer it to another project later.

Billing mode
Select the billing mode for the concurrency pack. Currently, CAR supports two

prepayment modes: monthly and daily.

Region
Select the region of the concurrency pack based on the region of your business to

ensure the optimal cloud rendering and operation experience.

Concurrency scale

Select the concurrency scale based on the concurrency scale you configured for your

application. For more information on the supported concurrency scales, see

Concurrency Scales.

Quantity

Select the number of concurrencies (i.e., the max number of users that can

concurrently access your application). Each concurrency supports access by only one

user at a time. You can select the number of concurrencies you want based on the

peak and average numbers of concurrent users than you expect to access your

application.

Purchase Process
Last updated�2022-09-16 16:06:44

https://www.tencentcloud.com/document/product/1158/49600
https://www.tencentcloud.com/register?s_url=https%3A%2F%2Fcloud.tencent.com%2F
https://www.tencentcloud.com/apply/p/ombzi6237bn
https://console.tencentcloud.com/car
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Duration Select the amount of time that the CAR concurrency pack will be used.

Auto-renew (optional)

When Auto-renew is enabled, your concurrency pack will be automatically renewed

monthly upon expiration if your Tencent Cloud account balance is sufficient. Note:

Concurrency packs billed on a daily basis don't support automatic renewal.

Pack name Name the CAR concurrency pack.

3. After completing the above configuration, confirm that everything is correct and click Buy Now.

4. On the Check the order page, check the details and pay for the order.

5. After making the payment, click Go to the console to manage your CAR concurrency pack.
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CAR supports the following two alert types:

Alert Type Description

Expiration

Seven days before your CAR concurrency pack expires, Tencent Cloud will send an expiration

alert to your Tencent Cloud account creator, global resource collaborators, and financial

collaborators by email and SMS.

Overdue

payment

On the day of and after CAR concurrency pack expiration, Tencent Cloud will send an overdue

payment alert to your Tencent Cloud account creator and all collaborators by email and SMS.

Overdue Payment
Last updated�2022-09-19 17:52:57
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Refund
Last updated�2023-03-28 17:45:28

If you are dissatisfied after purchasing a CAR concurrency pack, you are able to return it. Fees for consumed 

resources will be deducted from the refund, and the remaining amount will be credited to your Tencent Cloud 

account. You can perform the return operations in the console.

Self-service Return

You can return up to 199 monthly subscribed CAR concurrencies in the console in a self-service manner. The refund 

amount is calculated at the daily subscription price, that is, refund amount = paid monthly subscription fees - 

daily subscription fees (the minimum duration unit is day).

Notes on self-service CAR concurrency pack return

After you return a monthly subscribed concurrency pack in a self-service manner, once its status 

becomes Terminating, it will no longer incur any fees.

Examples of CAR Concurrency Pack Return Rules
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Caution:

The following prices are for demonstration purposes only and do not reflect the actual pricing shown on the official 

website. If you make a return, the actual unit prices at the time of purchase shall apply, which may vary by region, 

promotional campaign, or policy.

You purchase an L CAR concurrency pack in the Singapore region for one month in a monthly subscribed manner at 

200 USD/month (for demonstration purposes only and does not reflect the actual pricing). You are not satisfied with it 

and want to return it after purchase. The total usage duration is two days and ten hours. Then:

Refund amount = actual payment amount - daily subscription price * number of days of resource usage = 200 - 20 * 

3 = 140 USD.

Note:

20 USD/day is the unit price of a daily subscribed L concurrency pack in the Singapore region (for demonstration 

purposes only and does not reflect the actual pricing). 


